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F2 Te Tarai Vaka Cook Islands 
Activity Monitoring Guideline 

Purpose 
The purpose of this guide is to support Cook Islands government staff in the monitoring of TTV Activities 

funded (fully or partially) by the Cook Islands Government. The focus of this guide is on monitoring 

carried out by Implementing agencies, Activity managers and MFEM Development Programme 

Managers (or equivalent).  
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Activity Monitoring 

Monitoring 

Monitoring is the systematic collection and analysis of information about a Cook Islands development 

Activity. Monitoring provides information about how allocated funds are being used, what outputs are 

being delivered and if progress towards intended outcomes is being achieved. Monitoring information is 

used in a variety of ways to inform decisions around learning, accountability and improvement. 

Monitoring versus Evaluation 

Monitoring and evaluation have different but complementary roles and both contribute to overall 

performance information. 

 Monitoring determines the what; it provides on-going information about what resources are 

being used and what progress is being made towards the intended outcomes 

 Evaluation can determine not only the what, but also the why and how it is/was happening. It 

can help determine if the intended results are likely to be achieved. 

Purpose and Scope 

Activities need to be well managed if they are to be effective in achieving results. 

Monitoring is intended to inform Activity partners about progress. Monitoring information is necessary to 

inform transition or exit decisions, and planning for new follow-up Activities where appropriate. 

Focus 

TTV’s Activity monitoring focuses on the following: 

 Tracking overall Activity implementation progress, including delivery of key outputs and 

progress towards intended outcomes (with reference to the Results Framework information 

from E3: Activity Design Template – Appendix A). 

 Accounting for the use of resources against the delivery of key outputs and progress towards 

intended outcomes 

 Tracking implementation performance as a basis for payment. 

 Managing risks as appropriate and being alert to any warning signs which might appear 

 Identifying appropriate responses to resolve issues or constraints, or to realise opportunities 

 Ensuring monitoring and reporting systems are functioning  

 Tracking preparations for transition or exit. 

Functions 

A key task and important management function for Cook Islands Government staff is providing a 

strategic and operational overview of an Activity.  

 Strategic Oversight 

Strategic oversight and management of an Activity and a clear focus on monitoring contributes 

information needed to support learning, accountability and improvement. This includes meeting 

Cook Islands Government monitoring and reporting requirements. 

 Operational Oversight 

Working with Activity staff to manage and deliver an activity, and ensuring monitoring systems  

are functioning and providing the required information. Ensuring alignment with the Activity 

Results Framework (based on the Results Framework information). 

 

http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/1120-e3-ttv-activity-design-document-template-orama
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The Activity Results Framework developed during the Activity Design stage, provides the basis for 

Activity monitoring Agency staff to have a good understanding of the Results Framework and to 

promote and ensure its continued use in monitoring the Activity during the implementation stage. 

The Results Framework consists of three components: 

 Results Diagram 

 Results Measurement Table 

 Monitoring and Evaluation Work Plan. 

 

It identifies: 

 How results (key outputs and intended outcomes) will be monitored and measured using 

indicators, targets and baseline information (in the Results Measurement Table ) 

 How monitoring tasks will be implemented (in the Monitoring and Evaluation Work Plan). 

Level of Monitoring 

The level of monitoring required for an Activity is directly related to the level of risk. High risk Activities 

require more frequent, intensive and (depending on the nature of the risk) independent (third-party) 

monitoring. 

An Activity Manager is likely to be focused on the immediate to medium term monitoring needs of an 

activity. Others have a strategic and big picture monitoring focus, concentrating mainly on the 

longer-term processes and results of the Activity (i.e. outputs and outcomes, including the planned 

benefits of the Activity). 

Types of Monitoring 

Monitoring occurs through a variety of mechanisms.  

Types of monitoring can be broadly grouped into 

1. Formal monitoring 

2. Informal monitoring. 

Formal Monitoring 

Formal monitoring generally occurs at planned stages during Activity implementation. Types of formal 

monitoring include: 

 Preparing and responding to reports  

 Formal monitoring visits  

 Formal meetings. 

Formal monitoring tasks should be detailed within the Activity Schedule, if used. 

Formal monitoring information must be recorded in the appropriate format. (Refer to - C1:Preparing an 

Activity Design Guideline – Appendix C). 

Preparing and Responding To Reports 

Preparing monitoring reports, as well as reading, assessing and responding to reports prepared on 

progress (measured against the Results Framework) is a key responsibility of Cook Islands  

Government staff. Acceptance of reports maybe a prerequisite for payment. (Refer to - G1: Assessing 

an Activity Progress Report Checklist). 

Formal Monitoring Visits 

Formal monitoring visits involving Cook Islands  agencies, consultants or independent technical 

advisory assistance, provide a good "reality check" for progress of an Activity or to investigate emerging 

http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/1144-c1-ttv-preparing-an-activity-design-guideline
http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/1144-c1-ttv-preparing-an-activity-design-guideline
http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/646-g1-assessing-an-activity-progress-report-checklist
http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/646-g1-assessing-an-activity-progress-report-checklist
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issues in more detail. Formal monitoring visits should only be done by people with relevant skills and 

experience. 

Formal monitoring visits must have a clear purpose or a particular area of focus which is agreed prior to 

the visit. They should also be fully integrated as part of the Activity monitoring programme.  

(Refer to - F5: Formal Monitoring Visit). 

Technical Assistance  

Independent consultants (individuals or groups) as technical assistance (TA) may be contracted to 

assist the activity manager in monitoring, particularly for more technical aspects of the activity. The TA 

may also provide advisory support to the implementer and others to assist them in monitoring activities. 

The terms of reference for a TA mission and its broader scope of services will vary with circumstances. 

The extent it is appropriate for TA to become involved in an Activity's institutional and material issues, in 

addition to technical and sector policy issues, will usually be specified in the terms of reference. 

Accompanying TA into the field provides the activity manager with a good opportunity to obtain 

up-to-date information on technical issues as well as on Activity progress, staffing, participation and 

other issues. TA monitoring is often the most productive if conducted before an Activity Governance 

Committee meeting. It can then provide an independent assessment of Activity progress and identify 

key issues for learning and decision-making. 

Formal Meetings (Governance and Co-Ordination) 

Formal meetings play an important role in: 

 Ensuring the functionality of the monitoring and reporting system (based on the Activity Results 

Framework) 

 Reviewing progress in Activity implementation 

 Identifying and agreeing on adjustments to Activity design and/or to the implementation approach 

as the Activity proceed 

 Reviewing, adjusting and endorsing the Results Framework and costed work plans 

 Tracking preparations for transition or exit. 

The precise mandate, frequency and membership of these meetings is usually determined through the 

Activity design process. 

Monitoring and Documentation Requirements 

Monitoring requirements include completing an annual Activity Monitoring Assessment (AMA) for all 

multi-year Activities over $50,000 per annum.  Agencies may also opt to maintain an Activity Schedule 

(implementation section) for the life of the Activity. The AMA and ACA play an important role in strategic 

activity management including internal learning, accountability and improvement. (See Planning and 

Recording Monitoring below.) 

Informal Monitoring 

Informal monitoring occurs on an ongoing basis throughout Activity implementation and has a vital role 

to play in maintaining relationships, fostering knowledge of progress, issues and risk. 

Examples of informal monitoring include: 

 Day-to-day contact, telephone calls and emails 

 Ad hoc visits to organisations or Activities  

 Political visits to Activity sites. 

 

Cook Islands Agencies should try to ensure open communication and work on a "no surprises" basis. 

http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/645-f5-tarai-formal-monitoring-visit-template
http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/643-f3-tarai-preparing-an-activity-monitoring-assessment-guideline
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Not all information gathered through informal monitoring needs to be recorded. It is essential that any 

emerging issues identified through informal monitoring are documented, raised and discussed with the 

HOM or Activity Governance committee as soon as possible. 

Key Monitoring Responsibilities 

Key monitoring responsibilities are: 

 Operational Management 

 Strategic management 

 Relationship management 

 Financial management 

 Managing the contract or grant 

 Managing reporting and payments 

 Determine the issues, follow up and actions to take. 

Operational Management 

 Ensure the day to day implementation of agreed activity Work Plans 

 Provide day to day advice and guidance to activity personnel as required 

 Liaise with activity partners and stakeholders  

 Ensure day to day financial management tasks are carried out according to activity budget.  

Strategic Management 

 Ensure Activity monitoring and reporting undertaken is based on the Results Framework, and 

uses TTV guidelines and tools 

 Ensure the Activity monitoring and reporting undertaken reflects the level of risk 

 Review reporting on an Activity's overall progress against outputs and outcomes levels 

identified in the Results Framework 

 Develop appropriate responses to resolve issues or constraints or realise opportunities 

 Ensure draft and final annual work plan meets the management and information needs of all 

partners, and is in-line with the results framework. 

Relationship Management 

 Liaise and coordinate with relevant partners in relation to: 

o The Activity 

o Related tasks  supported by the activities partners 

o Any co-financed parts of the Activity 

o Relevant coordination issues. 

 Proactively engage with relevant stakeholders on issues outside the implementing agency’s control 

affecting the implementation of the Activity. 

Financial Management 

Reviewing, updating and reporting on: 

 Estimates for Activity expenditure for the current year 

 Estimates for Activity expenditure in future years as an input to program pipeline planning and 

management. 

This involves certifying payments, checking that outputs have been delivered in line with the contract, 

and monitoring the level of expenditure against what was agreed, particularly to ensure the 

financial limits are not exceeded. 
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Managing the Contract or Grant 

Activity Managers may work with contractors or other implementers to ensure that: 

 Agreed outputs are delivered to the specified quality and on time 

 The Activity (and the contract funding arrangement as necessary) is effectively steered 

through change 

 The Cook Islands Government's interests are protected. 

Good management of contracts/funding arrangements is essential to ensure that they deliver value 

for money to the Cook Islands Government and deliver intended outcomes to the required quality, 

within costs and time expectations. 

Managing Reports and Payments 

A reporting and payment schedule is contained within all contracts/funding arrangements. It describes 

when the implementing agency must report, what information the report must contain, and on what 

basis (i.e. conditions required to be fulfilled) and when payments will be made. 

Determine the Issues, Follow-Up and Take Action 

If an issue, risk or constraint to Activity implementation or sustainability has been identified during the 

monitoring process, it will need to be tracked and appropriate follow-up action taken and documented. 

Where issues, risks or constraints are more complex, make use of the support available - call on 

support when required from others with shared responsibility, such as the agency HOM or relevant 

Cook Islands Government staff member from MFEM, OPSC or OPM.  

Planning and Recording, Monitoring 

The following documents to plan and record monitoring are as follows. 

 Activity Schedule 

The Activity Schedule is an optional tool that is developed during the planning phase. The 

implementation section of the Activity Schedule details when, how, and by whom at ministries, agencies 

and SOE, the Activity will be monitored. 

The schedule is intended to be a living document that details the key monitoring tasks to be done by the 

implementing agency staff throughout the life of an Activity.  

It is reviewed periodically and should be updated at least annually, usually when the Activity Monitoring 

Assessment is produced. (Use the Activity Schedule template), which should be produced during phase 

one (Orama) and updated through the process if required. 

 

Activity Progress Report  

An Activity progress report must be completed every 6 months. Refer to - G2: Activity Progress Report 

Template 

Monitoring Assessments (AMA) 

An AMA must be completed annually for all multi-year Activities with annual expenditure over $50,000 

or Activities with a high overall risk profile.  

(Refer to - A1: Activity Quality Policy and use the F4: Activity Monitoring Assessment template). 

 Activity Completion Assessment (ACA) 

An ACA must be completed for all multiyear Activities annually with a total expenditure of over $50, 000. 

(Refer to - A1: Activity Quality Policy , Activity Completion Policy and use the Activity Completion 

Assessment template). 

http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/1079-d2-orama-activity-schedule-template
http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/647-g2-tarai-activity-progress-report-template
http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/647-g2-tarai-activity-progress-report-template
http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/1136-a1-ttv-activity-quality-policy/file
http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/644-f4-tarai-activity-monitoring-assessment-template
http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/1136-a1-ttv-activity-quality-policy/file
http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/1134-i1-ttv-activity-completion-policy-a-guideline-akara-matatio
http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/1100-i7-activity-completion-assessment-template-akara-matatio
http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/1100-i7-activity-completion-assessment-template-akara-matatio
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Preparing for Transition or Exit 

Information on transition or exit should be outlined in the sections on transition or exit in progress 

reports and Activity Monitoring Assessments. 

(Refer to – C1: Preparing an Activity Design Guideline –Appendix D) 

Timing 

Based on monitoring, it may become clear that transition or exit should occur earlier than the planned 

end of an Activity's defined implementation period. Careful management is needed. Achieving 

consensus on managing these risks can take considerable time. 

Discuss and agree with the HOM or Activity Governance Committee the rationale for, approach to and 

management of early transition or exit, communication method(s), contracting requirements, and roles 

and responsibilities. 

If a contract for services or grant is affected by early transition or exit, you must seek legal advice and 

assistance to prepare a termination notice for the associated contract for services or grant. Each 

termination notice will be different, as its nature will vary depending on the type of Activity. 

If the Activity related funding or contractual period of a contract for services or grant needs to be 

extended, a variation will be required in accordance with the variation provision of the contract and 

funding arrangement.  

Approve Transition or Exit 

A  HOM or Activity Governance Committee will approve transition or exit (as planned, or earlier, or later 

than planned). The activity manager should communicate this formally to relevant parties and 

documented this on file. 

For transition, this approval can serve as authority for the design of a new, follow-up Activity to proceed 

(in place of approval of a concept). 

A  HOM or Activity Governance Committee will also make the final decision on issuing a termination 

notice, and provide on-going support for managing transition or exit. 

Activity managers should update the Activity Risk Register and Activity Schedule. 

http://www.mfem.gov.ck/mfemdocs/amd/te-tarai-vaka/1144-c1-ttv-preparing-an-activity-design-guideline

